
Video Training and Course List: 
 

 

BONUS 1. A Beginner’s Guide to Replacing Your Job with Forex 
 

Creator  – Jason Anthony  

Sales Price: $19 

 

Proven techniques for high profitability currency exchange trading – With Live trading Demonstration 

 

What you’ll learn 

 The most accurate and proven technical analysis concepts 

 How to trade in a passive way 

 Know 100 year old institutional knowledge retail traders are unaware of 

 Learn how to place and close profitable trades 

 Manage risk so you always come out on top 

 Create a full time income trading one pair, once or twice per week 

 Create a gameplan to quit your job in less than 6 months 

 

Requirements 

 Have a desire to be free from a day job 

 An open mind and willingness to learn 

 Know how to navigate a smart phone, laptop, or tablet 

 Familiarity with how investing works.. 

 

Description 

Do you have a strong desire to be financially independent? Would you enjoy a lifestyle filled with travel and 

freedom? Can you imagine not having to think about making ends meet? 

 

The majority of today’s workforce would love the opportunity to say goodbye to their 9-5 job and travel the world. 

Nowadays we are looking to connect with people on a larger scale but are unable to do so because we have the 

obligation of going to the same place everyday to pay our bills. The idea of making a full time income from your 

laptop or cell phone seems like a fantasy to most, yet, there are secret millennial millionaires that have taken 

advantage of this high leverage market that has been around for decades. 

 

Unfortunately, Currency Exchange has been painted out to be extremely complex since it’s introduction to the 

retail world. With the ability for anyone to create a new indicator and the lack of general institutional knowledge, 

Over 90% of traders are misinformed on how simple currency analysis can be. Simplicity is key to creating a 

steady and stress free income from your cell phone. 

 

In this course you will learn the basics of the currency exchange market and how to use it’s inherent leverage to 

create a full time income with a small portion of your current income. By using technical analysis concepts that 

have been proven for over 100 years, you will be able to create a relatively passive and free lifestyle. 

 

Who this course is for: 

 Anyone who wants to make substantial income online 

 Someone who hates having to work a 9-5 

 Aspiring entrepreneurs and business owners 

 People looking to finance a travel lifestyle 

 Someone with good analytical skills 

 Employees who have capped income 

 

Featured review 

 

Joshua D Jones: Joshua D Jones (58 courses, 19 reviews) 

Solid advice without “fue-fue”!! Have been looking for a good, solid instructor for the forex for quite some time 

and have found a few. But this is solid advice without a lot of hype on getting you to buy something else and with 



that being said: I have so enjoyed this instructor and I went ahead and purchased 2 courses by this Jason on 

Udemy. Thank for sharing amazing content!! 

 

About Creator 

 

Jason Anthony: Investor and entrepreneur 

Jason Anthony is an entrepreneur and educator who is passionate about teaching, spending time with family, and 

living a healthy life full of adventure. With proficiency in tech, finance, as well fin-tech, he has realized and taken 

advantage of the many opportunities in both markets. Jason truly believes that everyone has an abundance of 

opportunities to create a life full of joy, wealth, and freedom. 

 

A Beginner’s Guide to Replacing Your Job with Forex 

Sales Price: $19 

Link: https://www.udemy.com/course/replaceyourjob/  

 https://www.CurrencyCaptain.com  

 

 

 

 

BONUS 2. Professional Forex Simplified  
 

Creator – Abdulrazaq Akeem Tayo 

Sales Price: $19.99 

 

Investment, Forex, Forex trading, Forex analysis, Forex market, Understanding Economy, Market Place, 

Risk Management 

 

What you’ll learn 

 Forex Fundamental and Technical Analysis 

 Support & Resistance, Trend line & Channel, Candle Reversal patterns, Chart Reversal Patterns 

 Divergence spotting, Fibonacci editing, Harmonic Pattern, Elliot Wave, Risk and Money Management 

 

Requirements 

 Laptop/Desktop computer, good internet connection and smart phone 

 

Description 

You get to learn the following topics: 

1. Introduction to Forex 

2. Knowing your Tool bars and Currency pairs 

3. Support and Resistance 

4. How to pick a trade 

5. Trend Line and Channel 

6. Candle reversal patterns 

7. Divergence 

8. Money and risk management 

9. Fundamental analysis 

10. Fibonacci Editing 

11. Harmonic Patterns (ABCD, BAT, CRAB, BUTTERFLY, GARTLEY, SHARK, CYPHER, OYAT). 

12. Eliot Wave 

13. Successful Trading Strategy 

 

 

Who this course is for: 

https://www.udemy.com/course/replaceyourjob/
https://www.currencycaptain.com/


 Beginner Forex trader, Intermediate and Professional forex trader 

 

Professional Forex Simplified Udemy Course 

Sales Price: $19.99 

Link: https://www.udemy.com/course/understanding-forex-from-beginner-to-professional/  

 

 
 

 

#1. Alexander Elder – Lessons From a Traders Camp 
 

Creator – Alexander Elder 

Sales Price: $189 

 

Winning Psychology & Tactics – Lessons From A Trader’s Camp By Dr. Alexander Elder 

Technical Analysis Day trading 

 

How to understand about technical analysis: Learn about technical analysis 

 

In finance, technical analysis is an analysis methodology for forecasting the direction of prices through the study of 

past market data, primarily price and volume. 

 

Behavioral economics and quantitative analysis use many of the same tools of technical analysis, which, being an 

aspect of active management, stands in contradiction to much of modern portfolio theory. 

 

The efficacy of both technical and fundamental analysis is disputed by the efficient-market hypothesis, which 

states that stock market prices are essentially unpredictable. 

 

Winning Psychology and Tactics – Traders’ Camp (4 DVDs) 

 

This is a Traders’ Camp 8-hour long video filmed in 1999, at the tail-end of a massive bull market. It focuses, 

among other topics, on preparing for a bear market, learning to sell short, etc. You can find the lessons of this 

video especially useful in the current market environment. This is the next best thing to spending a week in a 

Traders’ Camp, as a member of a small group of serious traders, learning from the best at a tropical resort.  

 

Watch this video in the comfort and privacy of your home or office – it will give you a good handle on trading 

psychology, technical analysis, and money management. You’ll receive countless trading ideas and practical rules 

for current markets. This course covers individual psychology, mass psychology, making trading decisions, 

controlling risks, applying indicators, using a screening system, stock market indicators. 

 

About 

 

Dr. Alexander Elder is a professional trader based in New York City. He is the author of 16 books, including such 

international bestsellers as The Trading for a Living and Come into My Trading Room (Barron’s 2002 Book of the 

Year), considered modern classics among traders. 

 

Dr. Elder was born in Leningrad and grew up in Estonia, where he entered medical school at the age of 16. At 23, 

while working as a ship’s doctor, he jumped a Soviet ship in Africa and received political asylum in the United 

States. He worked as a psychiatrist in New York City and taught at Columbia University. His experience as a 

psychiatrist provided him with unique insight into the psychology of trading. Dr. Elder’s books, articles, and 

software reviews have established him as one of today’s leading experts on trading 

 

Dr. Elder is the originator of Traders’ Camps week-long classes for traders, as well as the Spike group for traders. 

He continues to trade and is a sought-after speaker at conferences in the US and abroad. 

 

Our History 

https://www.udemy.com/course/understanding-forex-from-beginner-to-professional/


 

Elder.com was founded by Dr. Alexander Elder in 1988 and originally named Financial Trading Seminars. From 

the start, the company focused on providing education for serious traders. Here are just a few of our milestones: 

 1988 – first seminar, presenter – John J. Murphy, author of bestselling Technical Analysis 

 1989 – the company starts producing VHS tapes on trading, among the first in the world 

 1993 – Trading for a Living is published, becomes an international bestseller 

 1994 – with the emergence of internet, the company registers elder.com and goes online 

 1996 – the first Traders’ Camp in the Caribbean 

 2004 – Spike group born in a Traders’ Camp 

 2007 – the company starts producing webinars for traders, among the first in the world 

 2011 – the company becomes involved in producing ebooks for traders 

 

Elder.com is always at the cutting edge of modern markets, helping clients become better, more confident traders. 

 

Alexander Elder – Lessons From a Traders Camp 

Sales Price: $189 

Link: https://www.Elder.com  

 

 
 

 

#2. Alexander Trading – Comprehensive Market Profile Seminar 
 

Creator – Alexander Trading 

Sales Price: $497 

 

About Alexander Trading 

 

Alexander Trading was founded in 2003. I am a trading educator specializing in a specific methodology based 

entirely on Auction Market Principles. I teach traders a market worldview of how markets work through the lens of 

Auction Market Principles. 

 

I offer training courses in the form of a series of workshops that are accessible online. 

 

Resources include a monthly membership for futures/commodity traders. The membership includes a Live Trade 

Room, daily (pre-market and post market reports) on market opportunities and video and text transcripts of all Live 

Trade Room Activity. The membership also includes regular Trade Lessons and Educational Webinars. They 

include website accessible resources that support and are consistent with our training and membership. 

 

Why is Alexander Trading Relevant? 

 

For starters, unlike 90+% of the stuff traders attempt to use it actually works. We work with the trader to prove it 

works. We provide the tools and challenge (encourage) each trader to disprove our work while developing their 

own trading model using Auction Market concepts. 

 

We are providing the trader with a base methodology and the detail of the logic behind it. We provide the trader 

with multiple resources to enhance their knowledge and a template to develop a Trade Plan using the methodology 

that fits their experience level, goals and aptitude. We provide constant support through the resources through our 

membership. We are very consistent with our approach and our resources are congruent across the board. 

 

What Separates Alexander Trading from the Rest? 

 

https://www.elder.com/


1) Experience:  I, Tom Alexander, have been trading in front of a screen for 35 years. I don’t think it is possible to 

have more screen based trading experience because when I began trading the internet was not in the public domain 

and you could really only have the resources to trade from a screen unless you were a broker or institutional trader.  

 

At present I remain an active trader, managing family accounts and as a co-partner in a registered hedge fund. I 

trade across the asset spectrum including futures, commodities, stocks, ETFs and options. 

 

I have worked as a broker (stocks and commodities/futures). I have owned my own futures/commodities brokerage 

firm (institutional). I have been an institutional trader as well as private trader for both myself and others. 

 

My trading education business is in its sixteenth year. I have clients that have been with me the entire time. That is 

quite unusual in the Trading Education space. I have studied not only trading, but how to most effectively teach 

others how to trade. 

 

I am the author of “Practical Trading Applications of Market Profile”, first published in 2008. It has been shipped 

and read all over the world. I am also the author of, “Trading Without Crutches: Trading Stocks and ETFs using 

the Market Profile Graph and Auction Market Principles”. 

 

2) Robustness of our Methodology: We teach a methodology that is based in sound logic and that is consistent 

and objective. It is a methodology to which rigor can be applied – one can test their specific application of the 

methodology and prove it works, or not. It can be used to trade all assets in all time frames. 

 

This is a methodology that cannot be “outgrown”; no matter how sophisticated or experienced the trader, there is 

deep and broad value in understanding the Auction Market Development Process all markets follow. 

 

3) Depth and Breadth of Our Resources: We provide an ever expanding library of resources to our clients that 

are consistent and supportive. We are not offering a smorgasbord of every technical approach on the market; we 

are “tight” and consistent. 

 

4) We Promote Trading Realistically: We do not tell traders they are going to get rich quick. We promote trading 

as a worthy endeavor, whether professional or as a serious trader, that must be approached as other similar 

professions. It takes hard work, study and practice to reach one’s potential as a trader. That potential varies from 

trader to trader. 

 

Alexander Trading – Comprehensive Market Profile Seminar Description: 

 

This is a groundbreaking and thorough presentation on trading auction market concepts. 

 

It is very, very different than the legacy “Value Area High/Low”, “Point of Control”, ‘Single Prints” rote 

application of strategies based entirely on the profile graph. This was originally presented as a two-day live 

seminar for $2,500.00. Many traders, many of whom have years of mostly frustrating experience, point to this 

material as turning around their trading. This is a seven plus hour, thorough course that sets the foundation asa 

basis for our methodology. 

 

Alexander Trading – Comprehensive Market Profile Seminar 

Sales Price: $497 

Link: https://www.alexandertrading.com/   

 

 
 

 

https://www.alexandertrading.com/


#3. Cameron Fous – Epic Sequal! FOUS4x2! New Day Trading 

Strategies 
 

Creator – Cameron Fous 

Sales Price: $597 

 

What Are You Waiting For? Unlock Your Potential! 

 

Learn the FOUS4 Trading Strategy, become a FOUSAlerts Student and begin your Journey to Financial 

Freedom as a Trader! 

 

TRADE WITH ME LIVE ON FOUSTV! 

 

Not many Traders will Trade The Stock Market Live with an HD audio and video stream as they Trade. I got 

nothing to hide. I’m Here to help! Lets Trade Penny Stocks! 

 

ELITE members get a Live HD Video+Audio of My Trading Desktop Screen. This is The Fastest Way to Get my 

Alerts. And Trading Is all about TIMING. Seconds Count! And you Get To see and hear me Explain the Trade! 

 

Description 

 

Fous4x2 – Advanced Day Trading Strategies for the Active Trader. In Todays Market. The Typical Investor is 

DEAD. Since the Crash of 2008 the Stock Market Has Changed BIG TIME. The Volatility of todays market is 10 

fold the Pre-2008 days. In order to survive and Keep an edge I had to Re-wire my Brain to be be able to handle the 

chaos of stocks jumping 20% and crashing 20% in the same day! With The FOUS4x2 Strategy You can Make 

Thousands in just Minutes! 

 

What You Learn: 

 How To Day Trade Penny Stocks and Small Cap Stocks Under $10 

 How to Create Daily Watch Lists Of Which are Key to Prepping for success. 

 Learn to Combine Day Trading Patterns into the FOUS4 Swing Strategy 

 How To Make $1,000’s in the first couple hours of the Session and be Done! 

 Real Trade Examples Showing how I Banked on FOUS4x2 Patterns! 

 

Fous Paterns – Amazing Results 

 

Here is my review on FOUS4X2; I just did a review on FOUS4. For this DVD set, my advice is to get it right away 

and forget the rest that are out there. The DVD set is what set me apart from the rest. I was failing before I learned 

what the FOUS DVD set thought me. 

 

People this is literally life changing; my entire strategy is based on the FOUS4 and FOUS4X2 system. You need a 

system/strategy/plan to succeed as a trader. FOUS provides this for you and teaches everything you need to know. 

Here is something for you; this system alone allowed to work as a Trader full-time. It literally changed life and has 

given me more knowledge about the market and changed the way I trade. 

 

You will learn how to think, how to trade, and how to screen for stocks. This DVD literally shows you how to find 

the stocks you need to put on your watch list. I stated it my FOUS4 review, and I will state here again. Before 

FOUS; my best month was $1,800. After I gained the FOUS4 and FOUS4X2 knowledge,; my best week which 

happened the last month of February in 2016 was a little over $6.4K. 

 

Fous4x2 Kicks Into High Gear And a Must Have With Fous4 

 

I highly recommend FOUS ALERTS, FOUS 4 and FOUS 4×2 training DVD’s. FOUS’s training is excellent. He’s 

a disciplined trader and the DVD’s are an excellent value for the education you receive. No Joke! I’ve tripled my 

account since joining his chat room and learning the FOUS4 trading strategy since July 2013. Don’t mess around, 

GET THE DVDs and Hang with FOUS in chat!!!! There are a lot of traders out there who talk the talk, but FOUS 

puts his money where his mouth is. With the FOUS Elite I can watch FOUS trade right in front of me and it has 

been a life changer to learn from an experienced trader. He doesn’t trade for you. This is about the education you 



receive!!!!! I spent 5 years investing to make $3000 while saving at the same time. Now, I’ve made over 50,000 in 

the last 6 months. Thanks FOUS!!!!!!!! 

 

Fous4x2 Includes Day Trade Techniques 

 

I guess it hadn’t occurred to me that the Fous4 DVD did not include intraday charts. It’s was purely daily charts. 

Fous4x2 integrates intraday day trading with the Fous4 patterns. So valuable. 

 

I can’t believe I traded without Fous for so long! If I discovered him earlier (if he was around earlier), it would’ve 

saved me thousands. Instead of losing thousands, I’d be making thousands. After watching his video series, I think 

I made the money back in a few weeks. Don’t quote me on that. Just check my profit.ly history. 

 

Fous4x2 continues the teaching in the same manner. The ideas are broken down into the intraday thinking. Times 

when I’m looking at an example chart and I see where I would’ve gotten stopped out if I were to follow his rules, 

Cameron addresses it. I love that! It honestly points out places where following the strategy to the T also means 

being flexible. Stocks don’t always act “right.” 

 

I’m very glad I got both DVD’s. I’d be up for taking Fous out for lunch and I told him so (as long as it’s after 

trading ours of course), but he hasn’t responded and taken me up on the offer. Maybe that’s a good thing b/c I’m 

hoping he’s spending the time creating our watch lists and maybe (crossing my fingers) creating another DVD (not 

to say that there’s anything necessarily missing in the current set). 

 

Very happy with the purchases. Happy enough to sign up for FousTV and loving every morning. Thanks Fous! 

 

Cameron Fous – Epic Sequal! FOUS4x2! New Day Trading Strategies 

Sales Price: $597 

Link: https://web.archive.org/web/20150315023008/http://fousalerts.com/products/  

 

 
 

 

#4. Financial Engineering & Risk Management Part I & 2 
 

Creator – Martin Haugh & Garud Iyengar 

Sales Price: n/a 

 

Financial Engineering is a multidisciplinary field drawing from finance and economics, mathematics, statistics, 

engineering and computational methods. The emphasis of FE & RM Part I will be on the use of simple stochastic 

models to price derivative securities in various asset classes including equities, fixed income, credit and mortgage-

backed securities. 

 

We will also consider the role that some of these asset classes played during the financial crisis. A notable feature 

of this course will be an interview module with Emanuel Derman, the renowned “quant” and best-selling author of 

“My Life as a Quant”. 

 

We hope that students who complete the course will begin to understand the “rocket science” behind financial 

engineering but perhaps more importantly, we hope they will also understand the limitations of this theory in 

practice and why financial models should always be treated with a healthy degree of skepticism. 

 

The follow-on course FE & RM Part II will continue to develop derivatives pricing models but it will also focus on 

asset allocation and portfolio optimization as well as other applications of financial engineering such as real 

options, commodity and energy derivatives and algorithmic trading. 

 

Syllabus 

Course Overview 

https://web.archive.org/web/20150315023008/http:/fousalerts.com/products/


    -An introduction to the course. 

    Introduction to Basic Fixed Income Securities 

    -Review of interest and basic fixed income securities; introduction to arbitrage pricing. 

Introduction to Derivative Securities 

    -The mechanics of forwards, futures, swaps and options. Option pricing in the 1-period binomial model. 

    Option Pricing in the Multi-Period Binomial Model 

    -Derivatives pricing in the binomial model including European and American options; handling dividends; 

pricing forwards and futures; convergence of the binomial model to Black-Scholes. 

Term Structure Models I 

    -Binomial lattice models of the short-rate; pricing fixed income derivative securities including caps, floors swaps 

and swaptions; the forward equations and elementary securities. 

Term Structure Models II and Introduction to Credit Derivatives 

    -Calibration of term-structure models; the Black-Derman-Toy and Ho-Lee models. Limitations of term-structure 

models and derivatives pricing models in general. Introduction to credit-default swaps (CDS) and the pricing of 

CDS and defaultable bonds. 

 Introduction to Mortgage Mathematics and Mortgage-Backed Securities 

    -Basic mortgage mathematics; mechanics of mortgage-backed securities (MBS) including pass-throughs, 

principal-only and interest-only securities, and CMOs; pricing of MBS; MBS and the financial crisis. 

 

Instructors 

 

Martin Haugh 

Co-Director, Center for Financial Engineering, Columbia University 

 

Bio 

Professor Martin Haugh is co-Director of the Center for Financial Engineering at Columbia University. He 

originally joined Columbia University in January 2002 and was a faculty member in the Department of Industrial 

Engineering and Operations Research until June 2005. During this time his teaching and research focused on 

financial engineering. Between 2005 and 2009, Professor Haugh worked in the hedge fund industry in both New 

York and London, specializing in equity and credit derivatives. He returned to Columbia in July 2009. Professor 

Haugh holds a PhD in Operations Research from MIT and also holds Master of Science degrees from the 

University of Oxford and University College Cork. 

 

Garud Iyengar 

Professor, Columbia University 

 

Bio 

 

Professor Garud Iyengar joined Columbia University’s Industrial Engineering and Operations Research 

Department in 1998 and teaches courses in asset allocation, asset pricing, simulation and optimization. His research 

interests include convex optimization, robust optimization, queuing networks, combinatorial optimization, 

mathematical and computational finance, communication and information theory. Professor Iyengar received a 

Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University. He also holds a Master of Science in Electrical 

Engineering from Stanford University and a Bachelor of Technology from the Indian Institute of Technology. 

Top reviews from Financial Engineering and Risk Management Part I 

 

4.6 rating – 339 Reviews 

By MM 

I appreciate how this course not only discusses the concepts in technical detail, but actually delves into the 

mathematics of the subject matter, and teaches how to actually do the actual work inv 

 

By EG 

The content of this course is apropiate for drive the finances and risk, We be lear more about this course\n\nI am 

Engenier in Sofware, the know of finances is aplicable in anyware software. 

Top reviews from Financial Engineering and Risk Management Part II 

 

4.7 ratings – 88 Reviews 

By SY 

I really enjoyed this course and learned a lot. The quizzes were challenging but really forced me to think through 

the problems. The forums were very helpful when I got stuck. Thanks Professors! 



 

By MU 

One of the best courses available on Coursera! If you’re interested in Quantitative Finance or trying to get a good 

idea of what financial engineering entails, please take this course. 

 

Financial Engineering & Risk Management Part I & 2 

Sales Price: n/a 

Link: https://www.coursera.org/learn/financial-engineering-2  

 

 
 

 

#5. Forex : Traders Secret Library Part 1 

 

Creator – Traders Secret Library 

Sales Price: $164 

 

Traders Secret Library lets you in on the secrets the world’s best forex traders know. 

 

These traders finished in the top 25 spots in the world’s largest forex competition, and you’ll definitely benefit 

from their expertise. By becoming a member of Traders Secret Library, you’ll have access to the best trading 

systems and the largest collection of trading techniques in the world. You can learn the award-winning systems of 

these traders, learn about the market and currencies they trade as well as learn about their trading schedule and 

attitude toward their work. Traders Secret Library will also teach you about how to find little-known propriety 

indicators, how to start trading and how to achieve great results 

 

Never Miss A Major Market Move Again 

 

Every single Master Trader, past and present has somehow found the secret I am about to share with you. 

 

This may seem like a bold statement but I can assure you that there are methods and systems out there that: 

 

 Traders who know them, never speak about! 

 Few Traders know how they work! 

 Master traders apply these techniques on a daily basis 

 

There is a very simple reason why most traders don’t succeed in the market and why most traders don’t have the 

secret scientific methods I am about to reveal to you. 

 

Why is the information contained in the “Traders Secret Library” so powerful? 

 Because all the content was put together by real traders 

 Because there are some truly original ways of using traditional indicators 

 Because there is more real content than any other trading resource 

 Because everything is easy to use and simple to understand 

 Because information is added to it weekly 

 Because it works! 

 

You see I know hundreds of traders and only a few of those traders really made it big. And do you know why? 

 

They have a different way of thinking 

 

You see you don’t need the most complicated or sophisticated system to win. In fact you only need one little 

technique that makes sense to you to make money like an ATM machine. 

 

https://www.coursera.org/learn/financial-engineering-2


Now, if you remember I told you that I know traders who have made it big and they have all gone through what 

you have. 

 

The catch is that they all spent years doing it. They didn’t just wake up one day and shout Eureka! I solved the 

problem. 

 

No my friend, they all put in the hours and the hard work. They all burnt the midnight oil until there eyeballs 

turned red. They all sat looking at their computer screens until they went cross eyed. 

 

So am I telling you that you have to go through of all of this? 

 

Not if you are smart. 

 

Now tell me honestly. If you were to pay a professional trader to sit by your side and mentor you step by step, how 

much would you have to pay? Not only that but how much would you have to pay to get all his trading secrets? 

 

Don’t even waste your time thinking about it, I will tell you straight. Even if you could get a pro trader to sit and 

mentor you, you would be lucky to get him to do it for less than $1000 per day. 

 

Here’s what’s really great about the “Traders Secret Library”. Once you gain access it’s like having a full time 

professional trader on call 24 hours a day. You can read the secret reports, listen to interviews and play the videos 

again and again until you really understand a technique. 

 

Forex : Traders Secret Library Part 1 

Sales Price: $164 

Link: n/a 

 

 
 

 

#6. Forex Course – How to Draw a Trendline Correctly 

 

Creator – Danilo Farina 

Sales Price: n/a 

 

Recognize False Breakout, True Rebounds and Continuations of the Trend. Supports/Resistances and 

Japanese Patterns. 

 

Course Description 

 

Learn more precisely Where the Prices can Rebound into a trend, Avoid False Breakouts, use Trend-Following 

Strategies with more success and Better Identify Technical Analysis Shapes. 

 

The Right Positioning of a Trendline can Help You to: 

 Anticipate where the prices can rebound in order to enter in favour of a trend 

 Develop true strategies in favour of a trend 

 Understand when a trend is ending and shapes of reverse and continuation technical analysis could create 

 Increase the performances of your trading strategies 

 



I’ll teach you the main principles which I use to identify rebounds on the trendlines and false breakouts. Then we 

can practice through exercises and analysis to learn which is the better way to draw a trendline. You will learn to 

recognize false breakouts of supports, resistances and trendline thanks to the patterns of the Japanese candlestick.  

 

From 4 years ago I live off trading and from 2 years ago I live off my income in the Canary Islands. Any strategy 

or technical analysis with reverse or continuation shape which I use, is based on a good drawing of the trendline. 

This is why this course is free. 

 

NOTE. 

 

To follow the course it is important to have installed a trading platform and to know the basics about trends and 

Japanese candles. 

 

I didn’t teach you a trading strategy, the course involves a general training. 

 

Course Outcomes 

 You will learn how to draw correctly a trendline and how analyze a trend and a chart with more confidence. 

 You will be more confidence analyzing the shapes of technical analysis, most of all are based on the 

identification of a trend. 

 It is more precise in the identification of the right point where it is possible to have a rebound of the prices 

and then entering in a market. 

 

Course Details 

 

Target Audience 

 The people who dont know exactly what they have to consider drawing a trendline, so bodies, shadows, 

minimums, closures, etc. 

 This is a course addresses to people who are learning to analyze charts and who want to improve 

 The people who arent confident with the technical analysis 

 It isnt suitable for those who are looking for an operational strategy. This course involves a basic training 

and not strategies. 

 

About Instructor 

 

Danilo Farina – Passive Income Maker (Forex Expert, Professional Investments, Real Estate & Internet Business) 

Technical Requirements 

 

It is important to have the basics about candles, bodies, shadows, closing and opening Basic knowledge about what 

is a trend and what is a trendline To have a trading platform already installed and to know how to use it 

 

Forex Course – How to Draw a Trendline Correctly 

Sales Price: n/a 

Link: https://www.betteru.in/course/forex-course-draw-trendline-correctly/  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.betteru.in/course/forex-course-draw-trendline-correctly/


#7. Forex Trading Like Banks – Step by Step by Live Examples 

 

Creator – Taher Assaf 

Sales Price: $180 

 

Forex and Stocks Trading – For Beginners and Experienced – Insider Blueprints with Easy to Follow 

Analysis and Setups 

 

What you’ll learn 

 How to professionally analyze price action 

 How to find profitable setups with low risk 

 How to locate the perfect entry point for trading setups 

 How to identify different types of bars and how they relate to profitable setups 

 Find the perfect signal and entry bars to locate only profitable trades 

 Identify bull and bear continuation signals to spot profitable trend trades 

 Identify reversal signals to find the best and the most profitable counter-trend trades 

 Learn exhaustions and climax price action setups and how to avoide being trapped by them 

 To avoid being trapped by fake breakouts 

 Successfully identifying and trading ranging markets 

 How to trade breakouts professionally 

 Learn about breakout failures and breakouts pullbacks 

 Successfully identifying and trading trending markets 

 The stress free techniques to trade for market to maximize profit 

 Understanding price action at bar level during ranging, trending and breakout setups 

 To Identify and to successfully trade common trend patterns 

 How to avoid the most common mistakes made by beginner traders 

 

Requirements 

    General knowledge of how to buy and sell using any trading platform is beneficial. 

 

Description 

 

This course is vital for every serious trader who wants to take his trading into professional level. This course will 

teach you skills and techniques necessary for profitable forex trading. 

 

This course is different from any other Forex course that you have seen or taken before. You will learn the skills of 

reading charts at bar level. You will be able to analyze the psychology of the market which will enable you to 

avoid tricks and traps that most ordinary traders could not understand. 

 

Most beginners think that practicing trading alone would give them the knowledge and the skills to be professional 

traders. The hard fact is that they are totally wrong. They waste their time, and probably also their money trying by 

themselves to figure out how to be consistently profitable. While the truth that is known by almost all successful 

traders, is that the skills to be profitable in the long run need to be learned. 

 

This course is giving you this opportunity to learn important skills and techniques that I have learned and 

developed through my extended experience trading Forex in the last fifteen years. 

 

By taking this course, your understanding of price action and chart patterns will change forever. You will 

understand that most of your past losing trades were so obvious to avoid if you had the chance to use the 

knowledge provided by this course. 

 

Taking this course is a chance that will open up for you new opportunities and new successful and profitable 

future. 

 

And… you will also receive: 

 Full, free lifetime access & support 

 All future extra lectures & upgrades are always included for free 

 Unconditional Udemy 30 day money-back guarantee. 



 Regular free updates to increase your learning even more. 

 

Who this course is for: 

 This course is designed for beginner and intermediate traders who is already practicing forex trading and 

they want to take their trading into a professional level. 

 

Your Instructer 

 

Taher Assaf 

 

Having background in science and data modeling, I was interested early during my career with trading forex and 

trading stock markets. 15 years ago I have started my journey as a private retail trader and I have gone my way 

through this bumpy road of self-learning and self-development. It did not take me much time to master to some 

degree many aspects of forex trading that could take years for other beginners to grasp. 

 

I was lucky to meet and to have a friendship with many experienced and guru traders, who have shaped in many 

ways how I do trade forex now. They have opened my eyes and my mind to techniques that are both related to 

price action analysis and psychological aspects. And this unique knowledge from those incredible insiders not only 

gave me the turn out that I needed to be successful, but also made me willing to help other traders to bypass the 

difficult beginning of trading and to help them to shorten their learning curve which is very time- and money 

consuming for them. 

 

I have opened my local trading school around ten years ago with the sole objective was to help traders at their 

beginning career similar to the help that I have received when I needed it most. 

 

Forex Trading Like Banks – Step by Step by Live Examples 

Sales Price: $180 

Link: https://www.udemy.com/course/forex-trading-like-banks-step-by-step-with-live-examples/  

 

 
 

 

#8.   Fractal Flow - Newtonian Trading Strategy Video Course - Pro 

Trading Strategies 

 

Creator –  

Sales Price: $90 

 

- 36 Lectures of Condensed Content 

 

- 15 Theoretical Lessons and 21 Practical Application Lessons. 

 

- LIVE and HISTORICAL Trade Examples of the Methodology. 

 

- Learn about Econophysics and Newtonian Physics Applied to Price Action. 

 

- Master 5 Different Types of PITCHFORKS and 2 Types of Auxiliary Lines. 

 

- Understand the Underlying Forces of ANY Market and ANY Timeframe. 

 

https://www.udemy.com/course/forex-trading-like-banks-step-by-step-with-live-examples/


- Discover How to Unveil the HIDDEN GEOMETRY OF THE MARKET Using Simple Highs and Lows and the 

Pitchfork. 

 

- Become Aware of THE MOST PRECISE Entry and Exit Techniques You'll Ever Find. 

 

Fractal Flow - Newtonian Trading Strategy Video Course - Pro Trading Strategies  

Sales Price: $99 

Link: https://fractal-flow.dpdcart.com/product/177824  

 https://www.fractalflowpro.com/nts  

 

 
 

 

#9.   Frank Paul – Forex Profits With Macd Course 

 

Creator – Frank Paul 

Sales Price: $149 

 

A Practical Guide to Understanding and Applying the Reliable MACD Indicator for Forex Trading… 

 

Dear Trader, 

 

Learning to trade Forex is about applying proven and simple tools, The MACD indicator is unparalleled in its 

versatility, reliability, and predictive power for trading the Forex. This is why MACD is a one of my favorite tools 

in the world of Forex trading. 

 

When analyzed with the other core components of my trading system – support/resistance, trendlines, moving 

averages, and pivots – MACD provides the Forex trader with tremendous insight into forex market dynamics. 

 

To help you attain an expert-level mastery of this powerful indicator, Forexmentor has developed a comprehensive 

video course focused specifically on MACD and its basic and advanced applications to the world of Forex trading. 

 

Designed to both build on and expand the concepts in my home study course, “Forex Profits with MACD” will 

appeal to all experience levels from novice to season veteran. 

 

The “Forex Profits with MACD” course is developed and hosted by long-standing Forexmentor member and AM 

Review contributor Frank Paul,. Frank has done a masterful job in researching MACD from every angle 

imaginable. You be completely amazed by the depth of knowledge Frank has on this topic. Learning to Trade 

Forex has never been more fun. 

 

Frank effortlessly blends both the theory every trader must know, with practical trading strategies you can use right 

away regardless of your personal trading style. 

 

Simply put, when done with the course you will know more about one of technical analysis’ most powerful 

indictors better than 98% of your trading competition. 

 

You’ll get in this comprehensive course dozens upon dozens of individual examples on every timeframe from 

weekly to 5 minute charts: 

 How to identify MACD crossovers as reversal setup signals 

 How to distinguish between valid and ‘fakeout’ signals 

 How to use MACD crossovers to identify counter-trend setups and trade their resolution 

 How to use divergence signals on both MACD and its histogram to spot potential reversal setups 

 How to determine when and why divergence signals sometimes do not produce valid reversals 

 How to use the MACD Trend Cycle concept to monitor your open positions 

 How to work with MACD neutralization signals to confirm trend continuation setups 

https://fractal-flow.dpdcart.com/product/177824
https://www.fractalflowpro.com/nts


 How to use MACD crossovers to confirm chart reversal patterns 

 How to use MACD as a core component of Multiple Timeframe analysis 

 …and much more! 

 

If all that wasn’t enough, Frank has also included three additional bonus items to expand your mastery of MACD 

even further. Check these out: 

 

MACD Course Bonus #1 

THE MACD-PARABOLIC ENTRY SYSTEM 

Once you’ve learned to accurately assess the Tradable Trend using MACD and other indicators on multiple 

timeframes, the next step is to have a reliable and relatively easy-to-use entry signal system that gets you into the 

trade with precision timing and limited risk. In this mini-module, Frank shows how a two-panel MACD chart setup 

in conjunction with the Parabolic SAR indicator and daily pivots on low-level timeframes can give you trade 

setups with extremely high reward/risk ratios – even if trading only intra-day! 

 

MACD Course Bonus #2 

USING INDICATOR OVERLAYS ON MACD 

In this mini-module, Frank walks us through various examples of how other standard indicators (such as the 50-, 

100-, and 200- period Exponential Moving Averages, 21-period TEMA, Bollinger Bands and Zig-Zag) can be 

superimposed over MACD both to enhance trend following signals and to generate alternate entry and exit signals. 

Using both the popular IT Finance and Accucharts charting platforms, this module covers both the mechanical 

‘how-to’ application of overlays as well as strategies for interpreting the resulting signals. 

 

MACD Course Bonus #3 

WEEKLY MACD ‘CHART OF THE WEEK’ 

Frank added six months of Chart of the Week trading examples to vividly demonstrate one or more important 

principles of trading MACD as presented in the course. This resource will be made available only to purchasers of 

the course and will undoubtedly reinforce and highlight your mastery of technical trading with MACD. A total of 

26 archived trade examples are provided, each comprising a multi-chart, top-down presentation resulting in easily 

over 200 individual charts in total. 

 

Mastering the art of technical analysis is a key skill in learning to trade the Forex. Just like the journeyman 

carpenter or welder, we need to master a number of important tools before we’re qualified to get the job done: how 

to apply them, how to operate them safely, and how to use them with other items in our toolbox. 

 

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS COURSE 

 Those who are new to technical and/or forex trading and wish to lay the foundation for future success with 

the powerful MACD indicator 

 Those who have reviewed the Forexmentor member’s library and archival information on MACD and seek a 

single resource that really ‘pulls it all together’ 

 Those who feel they need a practical compendium of ‘how to’ strategies and signals for trading with MACD 

 Those who have trouble reading sometimes conflicting or contradictory signals – whether MACD readings 

on multiple timeframes or when read in conjunction with other indicators – and want to ‘get over the hump’ 

 

If you are looking for the most comprehensive and practical guide to my favorite forex trading indicator, I heartily 

recommend this course. It definitely belongs in your trading library. Review it often and it will ‘turbo-charge’ your 

trading! 

 

Good Trading to you, 

 

Frank Paul – Forex Profits With Macd Course 

Sales Price: $149 

Link: https://www.forexmentor.com/macd/  

 

 
 

https://www.forexmentor.com/macd/


#10.   FX At One Glance – Understanding How To Trade Fractals 

 

Creator – FX At One Glance 

Sales Price: $1000 

 

Fractals are tools of technical analysis developed by successful trader Bill Williams. 

 

Fractals define very complex and chaotic structure of price movement into smaller waves. As such, they can help 

us to find order and structure in the markets. 

 

Many people believe that the markets are random. However, many others argue that although prices may appear to 

be random, they do in fact follow a pattern in the form of trends. Fractals essentially break down larger trends into 

extremely simple and predictable reversal patterns. 

 

Bill Williams believed that in order for you to make money in the markets, you first must be able to understand the 

basic market structure by being aware of the markets internal parts which he called dimensions. 

 

These dimensions included the following: 

 Fractals (the phase space) 

 Zones (the phase energy and force combination) 

 Momentum (the phase energy) 

 Deceleration/Acceleration (the phase force) 

 Balance Line ( odd attractors) 

 

We are going to focus on the first dimension, the fractal along with momentum 

 

Content: 

 Understanding How To Trade Fractals 

 Trading The Fractal Break 

 Trading The Fractal Bounce 

 

FX At One Glance – Understanding How To Trade Fractals 

Sales Price: $1000 

Link: https://www.fxatoneglance.com/  

https://www.forexpeacearmy.com/forex-reviews/14695/fxatoneglance-forex-training  

 

 
 

 

#11.   Gavin Holmes – VSA Forex Trading Mentorship Course 

 

Creator – Gavin Holmes 

Sales Price: $295 

 

VSA FOREX Trading Mentorship Course 

 

Increase your learning with the VSA FOREX Trading Mentorship Program. The course will certainly allow you to 

start trading utilizing VSA within a 4 day structured mentorship course. 

 

Sign Up With Trader & Author Gavin Holmes as he directly guides you through a collection of the highest 

possible likelihood trade configurations, making use of the VSA as well as Wyckoff principles. 

 

Over 4 sessions you will obtain 15 full hours of straight education and learning on Volume Spread Analysis and 

also the very best methods in making on your own a effective and also constant FOREX investor or investor. 

https://www.fxatoneglance.com/
https://www.forexpeacearmy.com/forex-reviews/14695/fxatoneglance-forex-training


 

Sessions 1-3 are extensive mentorship sessions. Session 4 is a live Trading mentorship session. 

 

This workshop is all FOREX as well as Currency Futures traders. See just how a distribute trader and also VSA 

professional review graphes and learn the keys they make use of to find trading prospects. Specialist traders trade 

FOREX in a different way than beginners do, discover how to run like a specialist. 

 

Procedure are instantly and completely offered now. 

 

Right here is just a few of the learning factors covered: 

 Find out just how governments as well as worldwide banks control the money \ Exchange Traded FOREX 

markets regularly 

 Learn and also appreciate the worth of tick volume which can be as powerful as the exchange traded volume 

if you know how to interpret it 

 Discover the optimum times for trading different money sets 

 Understand how to trade the money markets utilizing numerous timespan 

 Learn just how to check out place FOREX end of day charts for swing trading to catch major money swings 

 Find out if and also when the banks trade in between themselves throughout the weekends 

 Learn regarding trigger numbers at support and also resistance degrees to catch high likelihood, low threat 

trades 

 Understand the playing field– what it means and also where the areas are, to better target your entrance and 

also leave settings 

 Learn how to measure ordinary daily varieties for each and every money pair, to handle your danger 

incentive proportions, for maximum return 

 Learn the right use trailing stops, chandelier and also multi bracket entrances and exits 

 Learn just how to examine both the area FOREX chart (making use of tick quantity) in comparison with the 

same very same money futures set (quantity from the CME Group) to see just how both are arbitraged and 

how the currency futures relocate relationship, to provide you a trading edge 

 When not to take a trade in the Exchange Traded FOREX markets– prior to a manipulative event,– Learn 

 Understand why the US buck ended up being a solid currency in 2011– in spite of all the news on the 

contrary 

 Gain an understanding of the connection in between gold, oil, the buck as well as the euro 

 Learn exactly how to read the essential vsa concepts that recognize serious trend reversals 

 

Session 4 is a 3 hr online trading session when the group try to find high possibility low threat FOREX trades in 

the real-time markets. 

 

Then it doesn’t get far better than this thorough useful trading course from 2 global trading masters, if you want to 

be best positioned for a flying start to your trading future. 

 

Gavin Holmes – VSA Forex Trading Mentorship Course 

Sales Price: $295 

Link: n/a 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



#12.   Jason Stapleton – Traders Workshop – Forex Full Course 

 

Creator – Jason Stapleton 

Sales Price: $197 

 

Jason recently turned $250,000 into $940,000 in 90 days during the Varengold Trading Challenge 

 

Jason Stapleton explains to FX Trader Magazine the reasons why he decided to participate in a trading challenge: 

to provide evidence, as CEO and head trading coach at 4xTradersLive, of what he and the trading style he teaches 

can produce. 

 

To become a successful trader, he says, you should follow the advice of a successful trader and treat your trading 

as a business. 

 

His number one advice as a coach is to stay away from chat rooms, web forums and social networks, to make sure 

his traders focus on a new way of thinking, of looking at the market and at themselves. 

 

Jason explains why, once you have a system that has a positive expectancy, 100% of your success falls on your 

ability to trade it day in and day out, which is why he focuses a lot on psychology. Although he has a passion for 

economics and politics, he has developed a purely technical approach to trading and explains why there is no 

possible way for a private trader who hasn’t got a team of people to make educated decisions based on 

fundamentals. 

 

MEET JASON STAPLETON 

 

Jason Stapleton is an American entrepreneur, speaker, and trusted marketing and brand consultant. He grew his 

first company, Trade Empowered, into a multi-million dollar brand as one of the largest and most well-respected 

trading education companies in the world. Six years after founding Trade Empowered, Jason started “The Jason 

Stapleton Program”, a podcast focused on economics and current events. Within 18 months, his podcast was the 

number one political podcast on iTunes, with nearly 30,000 daily listeners. Today Jason helps other entrepreneurs 

with established businesses increase the influence they have in their market, maximize their profits, and create a 

more abundant and rewarding life. 

 

Jason Stapleton – Traders Workshop – Forex Full Course 

Sales Price: $197 

Link: https://jasonstapleton.com/  

 

 
 

 

#13.   LPC System – Liquidity Providers Concepts 

 

Creator – LPC System 

Sales Price: $999 

 

Component 1: Market Framework 

A. View in HTF 

B. Views in LTF 

 

Modules 2: The Market Denial theory (turnaround zones). 

A. Order Block. 

B. Fair Value Void (FVG). 

C. King OB. 

 

Modules 3: Liquidity and also Trap zones marking. 

https://jasonstapleton.com/


— Major liquidity and trap areas. 

 

Components 4: Comprehending the LPC pattern. 

A. Source pattern (making use of the fib level). 

B. Breaker (BMS) pattern (using the fib degree). 

C. The inverted Pattern (using fib degree). 

 

Components 5: The entry pattern and also rules. 

A. Resource pattern. 

B. Breaker (BMS) pattern. 

C. The reentry rules as well as pattern. 

 

Modules 6: Top down analysis (Market framework and also Pattern). 

A. Getting HTF predisposition and also arrangement. 

B. Retracing the HTF IP zone right into the LTF. 

C. Expectations on entries. 

D. Day trading or swing trading? 

 

Modules 7: The Power of 3. 

A. Daily variety. 

B. Weekly variety. 

C. London and also NY session trading. 

 

Modules 8: Approaching a real-time charts. 

A. Main pattern trade. 

B. Day trading/counter trading. 

C. What kind of trader are you? D. HTF liquidity run Entry determined. 

 

Modules 9: Risk as well as finance. 

A. Trading Psychology. 

B. Trading Plan. 

C. Positions and lot sizes. 

D. Profession administration. 

 

Modules 10: 1-1 session and lifetime mentorship. 

A. Weekly webinar (a minimum of 3 times). 

B. Discussion group. 

C. Pupil signal and also configuration web page. 

D. Personal & Research study growth. 

 

LPC System – Liquidity Providers Concepts 

Sales Price: $999 

Link: https://www.instagram.com/lpc_systems/  

https://youtu.be/D-EYyIfWnH8  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/lpc_systems/
https://youtu.be/D-EYyIfWnH8


#14.   Oreilly – Hands-On Algorithmic Trading with Python 

 

Creator – Saad T. Hameed 

Sales Price: $499 

 

Design and automate your trading strategies 

 

The pace of automation in the investment management industry has become frenetic in the last decade because of 

algorithmic trading and machine learning technologies. Industry experts estimate that as much as 70% of the daily 

trading volume in US equity markets is executed algorithmically i.e. by computer programs following a set of pre-

defined rules. In the 20th century, algorithmic trading was used by sell-side brokers to get the best execution of 

large trades for their clients. In the 21st century, algorithms are used in the entire trading process, from idea 

generation to execution and portfolio management. While all algorithmic trading is executed by computers, the 

rules for generating trades may be designed by humans or discovered by machine learning algorithms from training 

data. 

 

Discipline in the face of grueling markets is a key success factor in trading and investing. Emotional irrationality, 

behavioral biases, inability to multitask effectively and slow execution speeds put manual trading by retail 

investors at a massive disadvantage. Retail investors are aware of these disadvantages and there is considerable 

interest in algorithmic trading, especially using Python. This course is about taking the first step in leveling the 

playing field for retail equity investors. It provides the process and technological tools for developing algorithmic 

trading strategies. Note that live trading is out of scope for the course. 

 

What you’ll learn-and how you can apply it 

 

By the end of this live, hands-on, online course, you’ll understand: 

 The advantages and disadvantages of algorithmic trading 

 The different types of models used to generate trading and investment strategies 

 The process and tools used for researching, designing and developing them 

 Pitfalls of backtesting algorithmic strategies 

 Risk-adjusted metrics for evaluating their performance 

 The paramount importance of risk management and position sizing 

 

And you’ll be able to: 

 Use the Pandas library to import, analyze and visualize data from market, fundamental, and alternative 

sources available for free on the web. 

 Design and automate your own specific investment and trading strategies in Python 

 Backtest and evaluate the performance of your strategies using the Zipline library 

 Prepare for competitions by crowd-sourced hedge funds such as Quantopian to fund your algorithmic trading 

strategies. 

 

This training course is for you because… 

 You’re a retail equity investor, financial analyst, or trader who wants to develop algorithmic trading 

strategies and mitigate the disadvantages of emotional, manual trading. 

 

Prerequisites 

 Basic experience trading and investing in equities 

 Basic knowledge of Python and Pandas data frames 

 Create a Google Colab document: https://colab.research.google.com/ 

 

Recommended preparation: 

 “Algorithmic trading in less than 100 lines of Python code” (article) 

 “Getting Started with pandas Using Wakari.io” and “Algorithmic Trading” (Chapters 1 and 7 in Mastering 

pandas for Finance) 

 

Recommended follow-up: 

 Quantitative Trading (book) 

 Python for Finance, 2nd Edition (book) 



 Hands-On Machine Learning for Algorithmic Trading (book) 

 

About your instructor 

 

Deepak Kanungo is the founder and CEO of Hedged Capital LLC, an AI-powered trading and advisory firm that 

uses probabilistic models and technologies. In 2005, Deepak invented a project portfolio management system using 

Bayesian inference, the foundation of all probabilistic programming languages. Previously, Deepak was a financial 

advisor at Morgan Stanley, a Silicon Valley fintech entrepreneur, and a director in the Global Planning Department 

at Mastercard International. He was educated at Princeton University (astrophysics) and the London School of 

Economics (finance and information systems). 

 

Oreilly – Hands-On Algorithmic Trading with Python 

Sales Price: $499 

Link:  

 

 
 

 

#15.   Technical Prosperity – Red Package 

 

Creator – Technical Prosperity 

Sales Price: $100 

 

Thanks for choosing Technical Prosperity, an FX Mentorship from the Founder of Forever in Profit, Ryan Gilpin. 

 

Technical Prosperity is home of the most effective educational platform for learning how to trade in the Forex 

Market,also known as the currency market 

 

WHAT IS FOREX? 

 

Forex, also known as foreign exchange, FX or currency trading, is a decentralized global market where all the 

world’s currencies trade. The forex market is the largest, most liquid market in the world with an average daily 

trading volume exceeding $5 trillion. 

 

Simplified Strategy 

 

Stop complicating your strategy! By working with me, you’ll learn that FOREX doesn’t have to be overwhelming. 

 

MEET THE TRADER 

 

Hi, My name is Ryan Lloyd Gilpin. I was born in Brooklyn, New York. I’m 28 years old and I’m an Entrepreneur. 

I started my journey making money in many things from working in retail to a pizza shop and then eventually 

landed myself doing marketing for a few companies. 

 

Living in Miami, Florida I would see a lot of people with money and I would envy them and I would always tell 

myself I will be successful. One day I was on Facebook scrolling through my news feed and something struck my 

interest and that was Forex. I started trading back in October 31,2014 with no knowledge in doing stocks or 

currency trading in my life. 

 

I was nevertheless up for the challenge and began to honestly self teach myself because I would sit in my room and 

cry and look at my 

 



I eventually gave that up and got me a real Job that paid me salary to market them. I was given a salary of only 

$750 a month. I was sick and tired of my life and feeling like it was going nowhere. I knew there had to be more 

than just doing a simple 9-5 in life working for someone else building their dreams and vision board. 

 

Age and my bank account and reality will sink in. I started to have a breakthrough in Forex in March 2015 and 

made more money than I ever did in my life from making my monthly salary in a day. Since then the rest has been 

history. I became the CEO and Founder of Forever in Profit & Technical Prosperity helping out over 3,000+ 

students. 

 

Keep away from people who try to belittle your ambitions. Small people always do that, but the really great make 

you feel that you, too, can become great. 

 

MY SERVICES 

 

Community 

Get access to the private Technical Prosperity community. 

 

Homework 

I’ll make sure you are not only kept engaged, but challenged. Don’t worry, I’m here to answer all of your questions 

along the way. 

 

 

Simplified Strategy 

Stop complicating your strategy! By working with me, you’ll learn that FOREX doesn’t have to be overwhelming.  

 

Technical Prosperity – Red Package 

Sales Price: $100 

Link: https://technicalprosperity.com/  

 

 
 

 

#16.   Udemy – Candlestick Trading Ninja – 10 Hour Candlestick 

Certification 

 

Creator – Saad T. Hameed 

Sales Price: $19.99 

 

Expert Technical Analysis & Candlestick Trading Hacks For Forex, Stock Trading, Day Trading & Swing 

Trading in 1 course. 

 

What you’ll learn 

 Learn complex Candlestick Patterns for Stock Trading like Marubozu, Bearish Harami Cross & Tweezer 

Bottoms 

 Understanding Different kinds of Candlestick Chart Patterns in stock trading 

 Learn Candlestick Chart in respect to Stock Trading 

 Learn simple Candlestick Patterns for Stock Trading like Long Lower Shadow, Gravestone Doji & Inverted 

Hammer 

 Know when to enter or exit a Forex or Stock trade 

 Refresh your Forex or Stock trading knowledge 

https://technicalprosperity.com/


 Real Examples of Penny stock, Cryptocurrency, Gold, Forex & Stocks. 

 Learn Other Technical Analysis tools like VIX 

 

Requirements 

 Desire to learn 

 Notepad for taking notes 

 Interest in Charts 

 Interest in Technical Analysis 

 You commit that after the course you will do demo trading on this strategy for at-least 6 Months. 

 

Description 

 

*** Course access includes quizzes & homework exercises, 1-on-1 instructor support and LIFETIME access! *** 

 

Hear why this is one of the TOP-NOTCH Candlestick Trading Course on Udemy: 

 

This course is fantastic. Explained each and everything excellently. After completing it you could see chart 

efficiently and you have clear idea on which direction stock is going. You can earn huge amount of money with 

this course. Happy to get this and Thanks for providing great knowledge. 

-Kushal Joshi 

A very good course for beginners to crypto/forex trading. The instructor was responsive and well engaging to 

questions asked. I suggest that at the end of each section, quizzes should be set to help grasp and understand better 

the concept taught in the current section. 

-Olabode Stephen 

 

This is the most comprehensive candle stick course I’ve seen. Content is great and the best part is that each video 

summarises a) the description of the pattern and then b) an example on the chart. Great work! Love this course. 

-Duncan Owen 

 

it was a wonderful course i enjoyed every bit of the training and I know that i will be on top of my trade hence fort 

-Ike williams 

 

TOP-NOTCH Instructor on Forex & Stock Trading Courses 

 

I currently have 71 Knowledge programs with 20,520+ Minutes of Content (342 hours in total) with 112,000+ 

Satisfied Students enrolled. That’s 14+ days of learning material! 

 

I am currently mentioned in “Most Popular Instructors” tab on Udemy Business/Finance Section. 

 

Candlestick Trading Course Details: 

 

Candlestick charts are a visual aid for decision making in Forex, commodities & Stock Trading. 

 

Since Last 200 years it is working and helping traders make easy money. 

 

Japanese Candlestick Chart is the first choice of all Professional Traders. As without Japanese Candlestick Charts, 

you cannot read or predict market movements. Candlestick Trading serve as a cornerstone of technical analysis 

 

Through this Course, You’ll learn precisely How these Candlestick Chart pattern looks and works. These 

Candlestick Chart Pattern are easy to understand but hard to analyze. 

 

I will teach you through Charts & Presentations. I will present Stock trading on Real Candlestick Charts and show 

you how they look in real charts. 

 

In This Course, I will Teach you 42 recognized Candlestick Chart patterns that can be split into simple and 

complex Chart patterns. 

 

No Other Candlestick or Stock Trading Course Does that!!!! 

 



Candlestick Chart Patterns are best for forecasting Stock Market & has worked for 100+ years. 

 

Candlestick Patterns easily predict stock market & is the Cornerstone of Candlestick Charts & Technical Analysis. 

 

    I will explain you basic concepts of Candlestick & Stock Trading in easy way as if I am explaining to a 5 year 

old. 

    I will explain how to enter and exit a Trade through Candlestick Chart Pattern Trading. 

    I will explain how to avoid traps in Stock investment through Candlestick Chart Patterns. 

    I will explain complicated Candlestick Patterns to trade with confidence. 

 

This course comes with guarantee that you can always apply for 100% Refund within 30 days. 

 

Make Stock Market your darling and you will never see losses. 

 

This course will teach you How Stock Trading Works & How to become a stock trading expert. 

 

Disclaimer Note: This Stock Trading course is for educational and informational purposes only. Not 

recommending of any particular investments such as a particular stock or mutual fund. 

 

Other Reviews: 

 

A very comprehensive course on Candlestick Charting, Worth every penny. 

-Gary Pope 

 

I love the clear, upbeat tone of the course, and the instructor seems very knowledgeable about the subject. He even 

offers “proof of earnings”. I have already learned much just in the introductory section. 

-Darrell Robinson 

 

Excellent course. Exclusive candlestick patterns taught in this course, that no one else is teaching. I recommend 

this course for traders on all levels. 

-Sorte` Aura 

 

Candlestick Trading can easily predict Forex & Stock Trading Movements & will Make You an Expert at 

Technical Analysis. 

-James 

 

Explained very practical things, not wasted time on theory stuff rather started with real time charts with correct 

examples. I am satisfied and enjoying this course. 

-Anuj Kumar 

 

Who this course is for: 

 Anyone who want to learn top down approach 

 Anyone interested in Candlestick Technique 

 

Udemy – Candlestick Trading Ninja – 10 Hour Candlestick Certification 

Sales Price: $19.99 

Link: https://www.udemy.com/course/candlestick/  

 

 

https://www.udemy.com/course/candlestick/


 

 

#17.   Trading the Pristine Method – Greg Capra T3 Live 

 

Creator – Greg Capra 

Sales Price: n/a 

 

About Greg Capra 

 

In the late 1980s, I immersed myself in learning what moved the markets – and why. Through what was mostly 

trial and error at the time, I realized that the widely accepted indicator-based mythology of technical analysis, 

which is still taught by the majority of education firms today, simply did not work. 

 

Trying to determine the direction of prices from a derivative of the actual prices (indicators) makes no sense.Think 

about the fact that there are hundreds technical analysis indicators to choose from. Then when that there is an 

endless combination of settings that should be used. This approach is too subjective and confusing. 

 

I call my approach to the investing and trading “Techno-Fundamentals.” It combines Market Internals, Inter-

market Analysis, and Technical Analysis. 

 

The Pristine Day Trader 

 

Greg Capra is known as a pioneer of online investing and trading. In 1994, he began the first “Fax Letter” to 

educate investors and traders that wanted to be active and self-directed in the markets. As well as proving his 

trading recommendations. The Pristine Day Trader Letter. 

 

Trading the Pristine Method 

 

Money managers, institutional traders, specialists, market makers and proprietary traders and thousands of 

individuals have taken Greg’s classes. They all started with the 1990s basic class Trading the Pristine Method.  

 

However, because of the subjective analysis used in the Trading the Pristine Method, I had planned to phase it out 

of the program. 

 

Other classes followed that were not subjective in the approach. Many students found the combination of classes 

confusing. Some of the content overlapped from one class to another. 

 

Today students learn MasterTrader Technical Strategies MTS. One complete course that teaches everything that is 

needed to profit in today’s markets; 

 

There are also a growing number of students that teach what they have learned at well-known firms. 

 

Trading the Pristine Method – Greg Capra T3 Live 

Sales Price: n/a 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



#18.   LGT Trading – Wyckoff Starter Series 

 

Creator – LGT Trading 

Sales Price: $299 

 

For anyone who wants to learn the basics of Wyckoff principles, this series is for you. It’s also a great refresher 

course! This series of six webinars is hosted by Gary Fullett. Each recording is approximately one hour long, and 

covers the following topics: 

 

    Wyckoff Schematic 

    Trading Ranges 

    Distribution 

    Accumulation 

    Absorption 

    Springs and Upthrusts 

 

LGT Trading – Wyckoff Starter Series 

Sales Price: $299 

Link: https://www.ltg-trading.com/wyckoff-starter-series/  

 

 
 

 

#19.   Footprint Deep Dive Course - Marketdelta 

 

Creator – Marketdelta 

Sales Price: $497 

 

If you have ever wanted to learn about Footprint charts, what they are, how they are created, and most 

importantly, how to APPLY them, then the Footprint Deep Dive video course is for you. 

 

If you believe in the power and benefits that Footprint charts can provide, this is must have education. You’ll be so 

far ahead in your learning curve. 

 

This 2 minute video uses clips pulled right from the actual deep dive course. 

 

The Footprint Deep Dive is a 10 video course that starts with the very basics of what a footprint chart is and builds 

upon the concepts throughout. The last several videos teach how to apply it to trading. 

 

The MarketDelta Desktop software is not required but helps if you have it because you can begin putting into 

practice what is taught. 

 

Success ultimately boils down to applying information successfully and we do our best throughout the course to 

help you reach your goals. 

 

The course is self paced and taught by 2 Footprint chart experts, Trevor Harnett (creator of the footprint) and 

Anthony Drager, footprint chart educator and career trader. 

 

Learn setups and strategies taught by the creators of the Footprint chart. 

 

Use the Footprint… 

 

https://www.ltg-trading.com/wyckoff-starter-series/


 to read order flow 

 as a trigger to qualify trades 

 to spot rotations and thin spots 

 to spot real time support and resistance 

 and many more examples 

 

This course will take you from the Footprint basics all the way to professional application. 

 

WHAT IS THE FOOTPRINT? 

In this video, find out where the numbers come from, what they mean, and how to begin using them as a tool to 

read order… 

 

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT – THE IMBALANCE FOOTPRINT 

In this video, we dive into this powerful feature that shows the best way to read order flow. We share how this 

visual has helped traders use the… 

 

EVERYTHING DELTA 

In this video, we show how to calculate, watch, and trade delta through the Footprint. 

 

ROTATIONS AND THIN SPOTS 

In this video, find out the best way to see rotations using the Footprint and why “thin spots” are the most amazing 

way to trade in real… 

 

FOOTPRINT FILTER 

In this video, find out the right questions to ask when seeing big buying and big selling enter the market and how 

this gives you a clue to what’s… 

 

SET-UPS & STRATEGIES – PART 1 

In this video, see specific trade setups and how we use the Footprint to qualify them. 

 

SET-UPS & STRATEGIES – PART 2 

In this video, we show more setups and continue to reinforce using Footprints to trade. 

 

CANDLESTICKS WITH THE FOOTPRINT 

In this video, we cover 3 core candlestick setups and how using the Footprint helps you to find better trade 

locations. 

 

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT – EDGE ZONES 

In this video, Anthony takes 17 years of trading experience and helps people see and understand the markets with 

this single… 

 

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT – EDGE ZONES II 

In this video, we show the best setups and how Edge Zones create real time support and resistance. 

 

Footprint Deep Dive Course - Marketdelta 

Sales Price: $497 

Link:  

 

 



 

 

#20.   Forex Trading Bootcamp For Traders & Investors (2020) 

 

Creator – Wealthy Education 

Sales Price: $115 

 

Profitable Forex Trading System – Technical Analysis, Chart Pattern Trading & Candlestick Trading 

Hacks For Day Trading 

 

What you’ll learn 

 

 Start Earning Daily Income Online Trading The Forex Market With These Proven Secret Trading Strategies 

With Real World Examples Included! 

 Dedicated Support from the Course Instructors and the Learning Community. 100% Questions Answered 

Within 24 Hours! 

 How to Build a Solid Strong Technical Analysis Foundation For Forex Trading 

 How to Use Technical Indicators Effectively For Forex Trading 

 How to Trade Support & Resistance In Forex Market 

 How to Trade Pivot Points (PP) 

 How to Trade Bollinger Bands (BB) 

 How to Trade Exponential Moving Averages (EMA) 

 How to Trade Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD) 

 How to Trade Commodity Channel Index (CCI) 

 How to Trade Stochastic & Relative Strength Index (RSI) 

 How to Use Chart Patterns Effectively For Forex Trading 

 How to Trade Head & Shoulders 

 How to Trade Cup & Handle 

 How to Trade Wedges & Triangles 

 How to Trade Flags & Pennants 

 How to Trade Double Tops & Bottoms 

 How to Trade Rounding Tops & Bottoms 

 How to Trade Rectangle Tops & Bottoms 

 How to Use Candlestick Patterns Effectively For Forex Trading 

 How to Trade Hammer & Hanging Man Candlesticks 

 How to Trade Inverted Hammer & Shooting Star Candlesticks 

 How to Trade Doji Candlesticks 

 How to Trade Bullish & Bearish Marubozu Candlesticks 

 How to Trade Bullish & Bearish Engulfing Candlesticks 

 How to Trade Bullish & Bearish Harami Candlesticks 

 How to Trade Three White Soldiers & Three Black Crows Candlesticks 

 How to Trade Morning & Evening Star Candlesticks 

 And a lot more… 

 

Requirements 

 

 A FREE TradingView Account for Chart Analysis 

 Strong desire of Getting Rich and Retiring Early 

 Passion and Enthusiasm for Learning 

 Don’t Skip Any Lessons (All lessons are important!) 

 No Fundamental or Technical Knowledge required to take this course! 

 Everyone can Learn to Become Successful in the Forex Market! 

 

Description 

 

Attention Forex Traders, Investors & Wealth Seekers! 

 



Finally You’ll Start Earning Daily Income Online Trading The Forex Market With These Proven Secret Trading 

Strategies. Get Results or Your Money Back! 

 

The Forex Trading Bootcamp is designed to turn you into a master Forex trader in a just a matter of weeks by 

providing a strong solid technical analysis system for trading the Forex market. 

 

In this course, you’ll discover how to identify market trends and conditions using advanced technical indicators. By 

mastering these proven strategies, you can boost your trading return and consistently grow your portfolio with ease. 

 

You’ll also master how to trade price action profitably with the most effective chart patterns and candlesticks on 

earth. This course will help you become a profitable Forex trader in the shortest time possible. 

 

What is more? 

 

 You will get a lifetime access to this course, without any limits! 

 The course will keep updating frequently with more up-to-date learning resources. 

 Get dedicated support from the course Instructors and the learning community anytime you need! 

 You will also get a 30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE, so don’t hesitate to give yourself a chance to 

learn new things by just taking this course now! 

 

So let me ask you this… 

 

Will your investment portfolio grow much faster in the next 12 months after mastering these unrevealed Forex 

trading strategies … 

 

Do you have some money to invest? 

 

Are you reasonably intelligent? 

 

Does your family need extra care or support? 

 

Are you willing to learn a new skill that guarantees you a second income for the rest of your life? 

 

Would you like to work less and make more? 

 

I will assume your answers are the same as mine… 

 

Then You Have 2 Clear Choices 

 

1. Keep doing things the way you have been and remain frustrated, lose money and simply get use to your 

average life… 

 

or 

 

2. Enroll in The Forex Trading Bootcamp and start trading the smart way, quadruple your wealth and never 

worry about money ever again. 

 

Now You Have a Big Chance to Upgrade Your Forex Trading Skills 

 

Listen, if you don’t get how important learning Forex trading strategies is then don’t enroll in this program. 

 

Keep shlepping away in the same manner you have been, maybe you’ll get a different result � 

 

In that case, you’re going to wake up 6 months from now, with everything still very much the same as it is today – 

don’t know how to trade, have no clue about what’s going on with your money, stress, feel frustrated… you know 

how it goes. 

 

Is that you want for yourself? 

 



No. 

 

I don’t want that for you either… which is why I want you to do something right now. Sign up for this course, 

leverage the Forex market, and start building an extra reliable income stream today. 

 

Simply click the Enroll Now button to get started now! 

 

Who this course is for: 

 

 If you are serious about Making Money Online by investing in the Forex Market, this course is for you! 

 If you want to Create a New Source of Passive Income, you’ve come to the right place! 

 If you want to find a Trading Strategy that Actually Works, you should not ignore this course! 

 If you are learning about Forex Trading, this course will be a Shortcut! 

 This course is for EVERYONE, who wants to Get Rich by Investing in the Forex Market. 

 

Forex Trading Bootcamp For Traders & Investors (2020) 

Sales Price: $115 

Link: https://www.udemy.com/course/forex-trading-bootcamp/  

 

 
 

 

 

https://www.udemy.com/course/forex-trading-bootcamp/

